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 THE MUSICAL TIMES.--JUNE I, 1910. 375

 The importance and value of the work carried on in the

 elementary schools is duly recognised, and the utility of the

 Tonic Sol-fa system is conceded, provided that it is made to

 lead on to the Staff notation. But there is the fatal chasm

 of the years between the school and the adult life to consider.

 To some extent in large towns this chasm, which generally

 stops progress, is bridged by the Evening Continuation

 Schools. The Choral Unions, which in London have

 grown out of these schools, are performing a national work

 in preserving potential choralists from atrophy.

 In the higher branches of the art, the influence of the

 festivals now multiplying so fast is described. The fact that

 so many of them are organized in the interests of charity is

 commented on with some severity in so far as this object

 results in a scale of prohibitive prices which seriously

 restricts the local value of the functions by excluding the

 poorer classes. We are afraid it is too true that ordinary

 folk have very little contact with the great festivals. They

 are attended mainly by ladies of the leisured class.

 In discussing the work of provincial musical societies,

 Mr. Galloway says, in reference to the Manchester situation,

 that while there may have been some justification for the

 selection of Dr. Richter as conductor some years ago, the

 continuance of the policy of selecting a foreigner to control the

 chief concerts of a city that rivals London in musical energy

 -a questionable dictum-is open to grave objection. He

 goes on to say that: 'there are several English conductors

 fully qualified to succeed him ; and if those in authority do

 not appoint one of them, they will lose a golden opportunity

 of encouraging native musicians, and will once more make

 themselves the laughing stock of discerning foreigners who

 appreciate better than we do ourselves the merits of our

 English conductors.'

 The competitive movement is dealt with sympathetically

 and at considerable length. The supreme importance of the

 movement is said to lie in the fact that it is 'essentially

 popular, educative and cheap.' We must demur to the

 statement that English competitions are certainly less than

 thirty years old. As we write, a document faces us testifying

 to the award in 1874 of ?ioo prize at the National Music

 Meetings held at the Crystal Palace in that year. Mr.

 Galloway probably refers to the establishment of local

 'choir' competitions, which in England were first instituted

 at Stratford in 1882.

 The chapter on Opera analyses the situation with clearness.

 Mr. Galloway concludes that if we are to have national

 opera established in this country, it can only be done as

 Louis XIV. did in France, by getting the people accustomed

 to the taste of music. He advocates a subsidy from imperial

 or local sources.

 There are many points raised in Mr. Galloway's book

 that invite discussion. But whether we always agree with

 him or not, the value of his inquiries is undoubted.

 An arrangement for the organ of H. Walford Davies's

 'Solemn Melody.' By the Composer.

 Adagio for the organ. By Gustav Merkel. Edited by

 John E. West.

 Postlude for the organ. By Hugh Blair.

 Rondo Capriccio (a study in accents) for the Organ. By

 Edwin H. Lemare. (No. 29 of his 'Original compositions

 for the organ ').

 [Novello & Co., Ltd.]

 Dr. Walford Davies adds to the high value of his 'Solemn

 Melody' by arranging it for the organ, to which instrument

 the music is unusually suitable by reason of its harmonic

 scheme and stately movement. The arrangement is certain

 to be widely used.

 The Adagio by Merkel seems to us one of the most

 spontaneous of his many compositions, and we are glad to

 see the music in well-known form, together with the reliable

 directions given by the accomplished editor.

 Dr. Blair's Postlude is a notable addition to the organist's

 repertoire, for its strenuous and energetic movement is

 refreshing after the thousands of Andantes and similar supine

 trifles to which we are accustomed. There are some passages

 in the Postlude which would command the respect of

 advanced organists, but the piece is worth any trouble it

 may give.

 Mr. Lemare's Rondo Capriccio is a sparkling and

 ingeniously developed little piece which will undoubtedly

 please those who delight in surmounting technical diffi-

 culties. It forms a welcome addition to the already large

 number of pieces by this accomplished musician, and will no

 doubt become widely known.

 Hull Organs and Organists. By Dr. G. H. Smith.

 [A. Brown & Sons, London and Hull.]

 Sweeping statements can generally be refuted, and though

 it has been said that 'if a line be drawn from York to

 London, all that part lying to the east will be found

 unmusical,' the book before us requires that line to be so bent

 as not to include Hull ! For Dr. Smith succeeds in no small

 degree in giving details, not only of the organs, organists, and

 Church music, but of the musical societies and festivals in the

 town, which will interest all readers. He certainly shows

 that music has been cultivated there to some considerable

 extent, which cannot but have influenced the musical taste of

 the neighbourhood. Though the possibilities of earlier years

 seem to have been unusually restricted, there can be no

 doubt that enthusiasm has been at work, and with the

 opportunities and recognition of the art to-day, results are

 showing which must be encouraging to those now responsible

 for the music in Hull. An account of the Hull and East

 Riding College of Music-of which Dr. Smith is Principal-

 is included, while the specifications of the more important

 organs will prove interesting. So also is the portrait of the

 Rev. J. B. Dykes, whose connection with Hull began with

 his birth and extended over several years. Altogether,

 Dr. Smith's book is instructive and exceedingly well-written.

 Could aught of song. By J. D. Davis.

 Elleen. Words by Charles F. Grindrod. Music by Ivor

 Atkins.

 The threefishers. By J. M. Capel.

 Three songs. Words by Pearl Humphrey. Music by Norah

 Marriott.

 Two songs. By Noel Johnson.

 [Novello & Co., Ltd.]

 Mr. J. D. Davis's individual style of thought, which, to

 his credit, is free from extravagance, is well exemplified in

 his setting of Burns's poem 'Could aught of song declare

 my pains.' The voice part is simple and tuneful, and the

 accompaniment well varied and musicianly. Mr. Atkins's

 'Elleen' has much of the spirit of English folk-song. Its

 melody is gracefully turned, vocal, and supported by an

 interesting accompaniment. The setting of Kingsley's

 'Three fishers,' by Mr. J. M. Capel, shows no ambitious

 design to provide dramatic musical illustration of the story,

 and its simplicity will undoubtedly be a recommendation.

 The above-mentioned songs are each published in two keys.

 The chief characteristic of the three songs entitled

 'April,' ' June ' and ' October,' by Norah Marriott is the

 artistic nature of the accompaniments. The vocal part,

 which contains no elements of difficulty, is suitable for a

 medium voice. Mr. Noel Johnson's two songs, 'Take thou

 this rose' and 'Affinity,' which are published in three keys,

 are cast in a mould familiar to English musical amateurs and

 should appeal to a large public.

 They are at rest. Elegy for unaccompanied chorus (S.A.T.B.).

 By Edward Elgar.

 [Novello & Co., Ltd.]

 This beautiful setting of deeply impressive words (by

 Cardinal Newman) may be recommended to those who

 wish for a new expression of the thoughts suggested at a

 time of bereavement. The work is admirably adapted for a

 Memorial Service, and if not actually easy to sing, would

 give little trouble to many choirs of to-day.
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